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gender pay gap
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How to eliminate the underlying barriers driving pay disparity
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Every sector to have reported so far is continuing to pay its 
male employees more per hour on average than female 
employees, with hundreds of private firms reporting that 
their gender pay gap has actually increased. 40% of private 
firms, including npower, Kwik Fit and Virgin Atlantic have 
reported wider gaps than they did last year1.

At the current rate of progress, a World Economic Forum 
study predicts that women will not reach parity with men – 
in terms of average pay and employment – for another
217 years2.

Going forward, employers need to address the underlying 
factors continuing to drive pay disparity if they want to close 
their gender pay gaps.

Closing the gender pay gap

Shining a spotlight on the disparity between male and female 
pay is a step in the right direction that’s made closing their 
gender pay gap a board-level priority for seven out of ten firms3. 
But it’s not enough to close the gap.

Critical to solving the problem is understanding which factors 
can be easily addressed and which cannot. For example, 
rectifying the fact that males are already earning 8% more 
than their female peers, just one year after university, will take 
some time to solve, due to the time taken to encourage more 
school girls to study the Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Mathematics and Medicine subjects which typically lead to 
better paid careers4. Much easier to address is the extent to 
which the pay gap unnecessarily widens even further, to 14% 
just five years after university, when young men are given 
more opportunities for promotion while young women start 
to face barriers to career progression.

Barriers collectively referred to as the ‘motherhood penalty’, 
such as a third of employers avoiding hiring women who
they ‘fear’ might start a family soon5. Social prejudices
which place the overwhelming majority of domestic and 
care responsibility onto women. And flexibility stigma, which 
assumes those individuals working part-time or from home 
are somehow less ambitious or committed. All of which 
prevents women from progressing into more senior roles, 
causing the overall pay gap to rise even further - to 18.4% 
last year6.

Why are gender pay gaps 
increasing?

By Helen Letchfield, Co-founder, Parent & Professional

“Hundreds of private firms 
report their pay gap has 

actually increased”.

As the second round of gender pay 
gap reporting draws to a close, the 
news isn’t good.

Eliminating barriers

By recognising the existence of barriers to career progression 
that can affect women in particular once they become
a parent or carer, UCL, the first British university to admit 
women, has been giving women the representation and 
support they need to stay in control of their careers and 
progress their development (see page 8-9). 

Much more difficult to achieve is the creation of parent-friendly 
(as opposed to just mother-friendly) workplaces, where men 
feel just as empowered to share the distribution of parenting 
duties. This is important because ‘daddy discrimination’, which 
sees some men being mocked after opting to work part-time 
to share childcare duties, also needs to be addressed (page 
10-11). Only then will the entrenched stereotypes of men 
as breadwinners and women as carers that is fuelling the 
gender pay gap come to an end.

Fortunately, with just under a third of the Sunday Times Top 
20 Best Companies to Work for now offering school hour 
contacts to all employees (page 11), more than half of men 
saying childcare should be shared equally, and just under
half of millennial fathers saying they would take a pay cut
for a better work-life balance, society is changing7. The onus 
is now on employers to catch up.

Notes

1 Gender pay gap grows at hundreds of big firms, BBC, 2019
2 Global Grender Gap Report, World Economic Forum, 2017
3 Closing the gender pay gap a priority for seven in ten firms, Personnel Today, 2019 
4 How much do women earn compared to men, BBC, 2017 
5 Third of bosses avoid hiring women who could have children soon, Telegraph, 2018 
6 ONS stats show gender pay gap increase to 18.4%, The HR Director, 2017
7 Father’s want to take care of their children too, but our very culture is against them, Guardian, 2018 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-47252848
https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-gender-gap-report-2017
https://www.personneltoday.com/hr/gender-pay-gap-guidance-government/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-41693230
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/business/third-bosses-avoid-hiring-women-could-have-children-soon/
https://www.thehrdirector.com/legal-updates/legal-updates-2017/ons-stats-show-gender-pay-gap-increase-18-4/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/mar/25/paternity-leave-women-equality-gender
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According to the Equalities and Human Rights Commission, 
women returning to work after having a child are more likely 
to face discrimination than they were ten years ago. Around 
54,000 new mothers lose their jobs across Britain every year 
and three-quarters of women report finding it harder to 
progress in their careers after having a baby8.

Without doubt, one of the major reasons so many employers 
are prepared to lose talented women who have built up skills 
and experience, not to mention put themselves at risk of 
discrimination lawsuits, is the perception that if someone can 
no longer put in the hours they did before they had a child, 
they will become somehow less committed or effective.

The problem with ‘seen to be there’ 
cultures

In reality, most women find that working under the tight time 
constraint of having to leave work to get to the nursery or 
pick up children from school at a certain time forces them 
to become more, not less effective. Because of the way that 
not having the option of working until 10pm in the evening 
forces them to prioritise and focus on those areas where they 
can most add value in the limited time they have, instead of 
getting sucked into reactively responding to emails and other 
less important tasks.

Unfortunately, so long as managers continue to assume 
that those working late are the most committed, instead 
of assessing people on how they’re actually contributing, 
women sharing the burden of care duties simply can’t hope 
to compete for the highest paid roles in a work world that 
still often favours face time, number of hours worked and 
ability to travel significantly.

This is the case even if colleagues that work late into the 
night have long since become unproductive or are struggling 
with the presenteeism and mental health issues associated 
with poor work-life balance.

Address the 
motherhood penalty
Critical to eliminating the ‘motherhood penalty’ is addressing 
the perception that flexible workers are less committed by 
focusing on results rather than hours worked.

Get managers on board

If you only do one thing to address the gender pay gap, 
develop managers not to make assumptions about what 
returning parents can and can’t do.

Quite often, if they haven’t got children themselves, most 
managers can’t even begin to comprehend what it’s like
to tend to a sick child all evening, do an intense day’s work,
buy a grocery shop on the way home, cook dinner, help
older children with homework and prepare everything for
the next day. 

Some managers assume the employee is slacking off if they 
don’t pick up an email in the evening, or schedule a meeting 
they know is going to overrun at 4.30pm when they know 
a working parent has to leave at 5pm prompt. This forces 
parents to feel like they are sneaking out of the meeting
and ‘abandoning’ their colleagues, which causes high levels
of stress. They then also suffer the anxiety associated with
not collecting their child on time.

Meanwhile, at the other extreme, managers might assume 
that if someone is working fewer hours than they were before, 
they won’t want to be considered for a role with teeth or
a promotion. 

Yet the individual might be more than capable of doing this 
within the hours they work or have the support needed at 
home to take on extra responsibilities for a time.

Critical to eradicating the gender pay gap is getting managers 
to talk to women about what they can and can’t do, instead of 
making assumptions on their behalf. 

Often both sides can find this extremely difficult, especially 
if the organisation isn’t already used to encouraging people 
to talk about their stress levels or feelings. That’s why when 
we’re coaching women returning to work, we often bring their 
manager into their last session to facilitate a conversation 
about what will and won’t work for both parties. 

Even though they may have worked together for over ten 
years, they typically report this being the most open and 
useful conversation they’ve ever had. All of which builds
the higher levels of trust in the relationship, that’s so crucial
to long-term success. 

Notes

8 Maternity leave discrimination means 54,000 women lose their jobs each year, Guardian, 2015

https://www.theguardian.com/money/2015/jul/24/maternity-leave-discrimination-54000-women-lose-jobs-each-year-ehrc-report
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Recognise internal barriers

As well as the external barriers facing women, there are also a number of internal barriers they 
need to overcome, such as perfectionist tendencies, self-doubt after a period of time out of work 
to look after a baby and unhealthy comparisons to those who are able to work longer hours.

Without acknowledging and addressing these barriers, many women will return to work after 
having a baby only to find that six months in, they’ve burned themselves out by extending their 
hours in unhealthy ways or putting too much pressure on themselves to work in the same way 
as they did before they had a baby.

Often, they can end up feeling like it’s all too much, or resentful that they can’t put in the same 
hours at work as they were before, because they have to get to the nursery by 6pm. It may not 
necessarily be their childcare commitments that’s the issue, but rather the way in which they’re 
prioritising their day, managing their time or not getting enough support from home.

Recognise the internal barriers that can
lead to self-destructive tendencies

Understand what employment policies
can help and how to use them

Roleplay talking to their manager about
their options for flexible working

Identify circles of support outside of
work that they can call on as needed

Get their manager to assess them on
results being generated, not hours worked

Identify the most important three things
to focus on at the start of each day

Increase self-awareness to establish when
they’re most and least productive

Understand how to sustain their energy
and work in sprints on focused tasks

Give themselves permission to stick to their
hours, eat and sleep well to stay energised

Communicate their successes to boost
self-esteem and demonstrate impact

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10 ways to support 
maternity returners
Employers can help maternity returners to make the transition
from becoming a parent back into becoming a professional again,
with coaching to help them:
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The challenge

Since becoming the first British university to admit women 
in 1868, UCL has been committed to advancing the careers 
of women in science. One of its latest priorities is helping 
women to tackle the barriers that can hinder career 
progression after they become a parent or carer.

Madiha Sajid, operations and development manager for 
Women’s Higher Education Network (WHEN) and chair of 
the Parents and Carers Together (PACT) network at UCL, 
explains, “As London’s global university, UCL is committed to 
equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) at the highest levels. 
We have a very diverse intellectual community of more 
than 13,000 staff and 38,000 students, from 150 different 
countries, and believe that everyone should have the same 
opportunities for progression and development, regardless 
of sex, age or religion. Even so, there are still a number of 
barriers hindering women in particular from achieving career 
progression once they became a parent or carer.”

She adds, “Barriers such as the huge cost of childcare in 
London, where our three campuses are based, and the stigma 
associated with flexible working, which can lead to the 
assumption that those working part-time or from home are 
somehow less committed or ambitious. Which can contribute 
to gender pay-gap issues and lack of female representation 
at higher levels. We wanted to remove these equality barriers, 
in keeping with our belief that becoming a parent, or caring 
for an elderly relative, shouldn’t be an obstacle to achieving 
career success.”

The approach

The first step was to establish the Parents and Carers 
Together (PACT) network. “The Equalities, Inclusion and 
Diversity Team helped me to set up the network after a focus 
group for parents and carers established they had no formal 
representation,” explains Madiha. “Employees with parental 
and caring responsibilities wanted to have representation in 
the university and more support to deal with the very real 
challenges they were facing. We started by using the network 
to bring parents and carers together for talks on everything 
from raising responsible teenagers to dealing with sleep 
deprivation.”

She adds, “There was a huge appetite for support before 
becoming a parent and also when returning to work. In 
response, we invited Parent & Professional to provide some 
maternity and career coaching workshops to make it easier 
for employees to transition from work into parenthood 
and back again. We particularly wanted to help expectant 
employees cope with the huge changes they were about 
to make to their life, in a way that was supportive of their 
careers. We knew the more supported they were, the more 
likely they were to return, be productive and be committed
to the university.”

UCL tackles equality barriers 
facing working mothers 
“We wanted to remove equality barriers in keeping with our 
belief that becoming a parent shouldn’t be an obstacle to 
career success.”
Madiha Sajid, Chair of Parents and Carers Together (PACT), UCL

““There was a huge appetite for support 
when returning from maternity leave.”

EDI | Case Study 

The solution

The maternity workshops created and facilitated by 
Parent & Professional were for pregnant workers planning 
maternity leave. “Parent & Professional did an exceptional 
job of alleviating the anxieties faced by pregnant workers,” 
says Madiha. “They provided lots of practical support on 
how to best to handover their work and stay in touch with 
their manager while they were away, so they didn’t feel like 
a stranger when they came back. Plus, everyone was also 
given lots of emotional support, on issues ranging from 
dealing with negative body image to managing the impact 
of sleep deprivation.”

The workshops were conducted in small cohorts of
12-14 participants at a time so there was time for lots
of meaningful interactions. Everyone found this peer 
support so valuable that most cohorts chose to set up 
WhatsApp groups and continued to meet up and support 
each other, swapping tips and even baby clothes, long after 
the initial workshop.

“The workshops for maternity returners again dealt with 
emotional concerns, such as feelings of guilt about leaving 
their child to return to work. Practical concerns, such 
as identifying affordable childcare and support in the 
event that their child became sick, or existing childcare 
arrangements broke down, were also addressed,” says 
Madiha.

 “The most powerful aspect of the maternity returners 
workshops was how Parent & Professional gave women 
the confidence to have a properly informed discussion with 
their manager about their options for working more flexibly 
and the importance of measuring their success according 
to outcomes, rather than hours worked.”

The results

“Everyone left the Parent & Professional workshops feeling 
more prepared,” says Madiha. “Female employees returning 
from maternity leave are now able to have a much more 
meaningful conversation with their manager, because the 
limitation of neither the manager or parent knowing what
to ask for has been removed. 95% of those who attended
said they would recommend the workshop and 81% said
it had helped them to feel more in control of their career.
84% of those who attended said their manager supports
their development.”

Madiha adds, “In the five years that we’ve been working
with Parent & Professional 159 people have gone through
14 workshops. New mothers have become more confident 
about getting what they need from both home and work 
to progress their careers and UCL became one of the first 
institutions to achieve a prestigious Athena SWAN silver 
award, for its commitment to advancing the careers of 
women in higher education and research.”

She concludes, “Having a parent-friendly workforce has 
helped us to become one of the top-ranked universities in 
the world. We are now working with Parent & Professional to 
provide 1:1 parent coaching and have started promoting the 
maternity coaching available to new starters, so they know 
that we will be supportive of them if they decide to start a 
family. Next, we want to do much more to support workers 
who are carers and run workshops for same-sex parents.”

““New mothers have become much more 
confident about getting what they need from 
both home and work to progress their careers.” 
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We won’t eliminate the gender pay gap until it becomes 
more culturally acceptable for fathers to do more. Iceland, 
which has been ranked the most gender-equal country for 
over a decade, has reduced its gender pay gap to just 4.5%9, 
provides first class day care and nearly half its MPs and 
company directors are women. It has achieved this in no 
small part due to its willingness to normalise dads looking 
after their children.

Both mothers and fathers get three months of leave each, 
paid at 80% of average earnings, with a further three months 
to be allocated between them. Unsurprisingly the vast 
majority of Icelandic fathers take their reserve leave. Contrast 
this with the situation in the UK, where men are only entitled 
to two weeks’ paternity leave, while mothers can take up to 
52 weeks of statutory maternity leave, effectively forcing 
them to become the default carer.

Although the introduction of shared parental leave in 2015 
could have revolutionised this, basing it on the salary of 
the person taking the leave means it can be an impossible 
financial sacrifice for the higher-earning partner to take 
much time off. Add to that the anxiety men still feel about 
how their boss might react if they decided to take six months 
out to focus on being a full-time parent, and it’s hardly 
surprising that three years after it was introduced, just
2% of eligible couples are taking up the chance to split 
caregiving in their newborn’s early months10.

Destigmatise flexible working

Even though 89% of workers believe that flexible working 
would boost their productivity and 59% of people say flexible 
working is the most important criteria when looking for
a job11, fear about how opting to work flexibly might impact 
on their career prospects affects both men and women.

’Flexibility stigma’, which portrays flexible workers as being 
somehow less committed or ambitious, has caused 30% 
of workers to say they have less status because they work 
flexibly and a quarter to say they believe they have missed 
out on promotion12.

Fortunately, forward-thinking employers, who are having 
to become more agile to adapt to changing customer 
expectations and who are serious about reducing their 
gender pay gaps, have already recognised the need to 
normalise flexible working by offering this to everyone.

Just under a third (30%) of the
Sunday Times Best Big 20 Companies
to Work For 2019 now offer school
hour contracts to all employees. 

Eliminate daddy 
discrimination
Empowering men to become more involved at home and all 
employees to work more flexibly is key to allowing women to 
progress into senior roles.

Emotional Benefits

The shift towards men contributing more at home also 
stands to benefit men. A study examining the link between 
domestic duties and partner relationships, found that ‘hands-
on dads’ are not only happier and healthier, but those who 
took sole charge of babies at least a few times a week before 
they turned one, were as much as 40% less likely to break 
up with their partners, regardless of other factors such as 
ethnicity or wealth14.

Engaged fathers also create all kinds of emotional benefits 
for their children. They break down gender stereotypes, 
teaching their daughters that they’re not less than boys and 
their sons that dishes and laundry aren’t ‘women’s work’, just 
part of being an adult. Something the Advertising Standards 
Authority (ASA) will also reinforce later this year when it bans 
British companies from showing men and women conforming 
to sexist ideals, such as a man struggling to change a nappy 
by himself or a woman doing all the housework, while her 
partner sits with his feet up.

The aim of the ban is to recognise the role that these 
stereotypes play in creating unequal gender outcomes 
to broaden the choices, aspirations and opportunities of 
children, young people and adults. All of which will hopefully 
make it more socially acceptable for men to play a more 
engaged role at home and for girls to aspire to having better 
paid and more rewarding careers.

Notes

9 Gender pay gap continues to shrink in Iceland: only 4.5%, Icelend Magazine, 2018 
10 Shared parental leave take-up may be as low as 2%, BBC, 2018
11 59% believe flexible working is the most important benefit, Employee Benefits, 2018 
12 A modern workplace for a flexible workforce, Deloitte, 2018
13 Sunday Times, Best 25 Big Companies, 2019 
14 Hands-on-fathers ‘less likely to break up with partners’, Guardian, 2018

School hour contracts for all 
employees

Just under a third (30%) of the Top 20 Best Big 
Companies to Work For (see companies highlighted in 
bold) now offer school hours contracts to all employees.

1 – Admiral

2 – Explore Learning

3 – Direct Line Group

4 – Savers Health and Beauty 

5 – Bourne Leisure

6 – Marriott

7 – Vodafone

8 – Iceland

9 – UK Power Networks

10 – David Lloyds Clubs

11 – MDBA

12 – Arcadias

13 – EY

14 – Deloitte

15 – Halfords

16 – Accenture

17 – M&Co

18 – The Works

19 – Northumbrian Water Group

20 – Lookers plc

 
Source: Sunday Times Best Big Companies to Work For 201913

https://icelandmag.is/article/gender-pay-gap-continues-shrink-iceland-only-45-decreased-third-2008
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-43026312
https://www.employeebenefits.co.uk/issues/may-2018/59-flexible-working-job-hunting/
https://timewise.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Manifesto-for-change.pdf
https://www.b.co.uk/the-lists/big-companies/
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/sep/30/hands-on-fathers-less-likely-to-break-up-with-partners-paternity-leave-childcare
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 Destigmatise flexible working

Empower both women and men to have a properly informed 
conversation with their manager about their options for 
working flexibly and the importance of assessing their 
performance based on the results they’re achieving, rather 
than the hours they’re working. Develop managers not to 
inadvertently discriminate against people working reduced 
hours or from home, or to make assumptions about what 
they can and can’t do and don’t want to do. Ensure seen-
to-be-there cultures aren’t undermining career progression 
or development opportunities by ensuring those working 
flexibly are still being given opportunities to further 
themselves.

 Promote all policies

Most employers offer benefits such as generous maternity 
pay and flexible working options but neglect to explain other 
policies open to them. We’ve lost count of the number of 
families who found juggling work and home life during the 
school holidays so challenging someone nearly quit their 
job. When, as soon as they were informed that all parents 
have the right to take up to 18 weeks unpaid leave a year to 
care for a child15, they had the means needed to overcome 
a particularly challenging period, without anyone having to 
give up their career. Make sure people know about all the 
support and policies available and how to make these work 
for them.

 Support maternity returners

More than 90% of women returning from maternity leave are 
offered no support16, even though this is the point at which 
they and the company will most benefit from helping them
to transition from becoming a new parent back into 
becoming a professional. By bringing maternity returners 
together from across the business, you can help them to 
create support groups and networks that enable them to 
learn from and support each other, as well as equipping them 
with insights about the policies available and how to identify 
what will work best for them. Provide coaching on how to 
work smarter, not just harder, and look after their emotional 
needs to make the transition.

Five ways to create
a family-friendly workplace
Address gender pay gaps by creating family-friendly policies 
that make it culturally acceptable for both men and women 
to share parental responsibilities.

1

2

3  Minimise confidence loss

Returning to work after a break to look after a child can be 
a daunting process, so minimise the resulting stress and 
anxiety by encouraging parents to use their keeping in 
touch days to meet with people in the run up to their return 
so they can make sense of all the changes that will have 
inevitably happened in their absence. Provide them with 
help to prioritise their day and encourage them not to burn 
themselves out by trying to work in exactly the same way 
as they did before. Instead, encourage them to identify three 
tasks they can complete to really add value each day and 
get them to focus on progression, instead of perfectionism.

 

Notes

15 Parental Leave, ACAS, 2018
16 More than 90% of maternity returners get no support when they go back, Employee Benefits, 2018

4  Get the culture right

All the policies in the world won’t count for anything 
if a manager continually expects parents to work late 
or outside of their usual hours when their childcare 
commitments prohibit this. Ensure seen-to-be-there cultures 
aren’t undermining career progression or development 
opportunities and give people the confidence to use parent-
friendly policies by making this culturally acceptable. Critical 
to this is opening up the opportunity to work more flexibly 
and have a good work-life balance to everyone in the 
company, and getting senior and middle managers to give 
people ‘permission’ to go home on time and detach from 
work at the weekends by leading by example.

5

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1637
https://www.employeebenefits.co.uk/90-support-returning-maternity-leave/
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Conclusion

Gender pay gaps persist because women are still paying a motherhood penalty and start being 
discriminated against as soon as employers ‘fear’ they might start a family soon.

Employers who are serious about addressing the problem need to create genuinely family-friendly 
workplaces, where both women and men are allowed to work flexibly in ways that enable them to
thrive at work and support their lives and commitments outside of work.

Essential to improving the situation is supporting fathers to improve their work-life balance so they can 
play a more involved role in family life. This requires destigmatising flexible working by opening up the 
opportunity to work flexibly to all employees and eradicating unproductive ‘seen-to-be-there’ cultures by 
assessing people according to the work they’re doing, rather than the hours they’re putting in.

Top Tips 

Do

• Focus on addressing the underlying barriers to 
career progression

• Develop managers not to discriminate against 
those working flexibly

• Make parent-friendly working practices the norm 
for all employees

• Support and empower women returning from 
maternity leave

• Extend the same parental support opportunities 
to new dads

Don’t

• Assume those returning on reduced hours are 
less committed or motivated

• Judge performance based on hours worked 
      when you can judge on results generated
• Assume everyone is aware of all the parent-

friendly policies in place
• Forget to set up networks and groups where 

parents can learn from each other
• Overlook the strain of being a working parent 

that dads also experience

What the workers say 

Source: Timewise 2017 survey of over 1,800 professionals who work or want to work flexibly.

Want a workplace culture where people 
are judged on the work they do rather 
than the hours they put in 

73% 70% 60%
Say managers need to truly
support their team to
achieve work/life balance 

Want access to a range of
suitable felxible working 
options 
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We can help you to become a parent-friendly workplace 
that supports both men and women to be parents and 
professionals in the following ways.

How can Parent
& Professional help?

Boost retention and return rates when you 
help expectant employees to prepare for 
pregnancy, maternity leave and returning to 
work. We offer both 1:1 coaching sessions 
and group workshops depending on your 
needs and budget.

Increase engagement when you support 
‘expectant’, new and current dads with coaching 
focused on their particular work-life balance 
issues. We offer 1:1 and small group coaching, 
as well as larger ‘auditorium’ style sessions 
to boost employees’ wellbeing and therefore 
performance.

Help managers to understand their role 
in ensuring the long-term success and 
happiness of a new parent with our 1-2 
hour workshops (or telephone coaching), 
featuring case studies and scenarios and 
the opportunity to discuss managing this 
challenging time in a team member’s career.

Address flexibility stigma and make parent-
friendly working practices a reality, with 
coaching for managers to help them understand 
the need for flexible working, how to avoid 
discriminating against flexible workers and 
how to build high trust relationships.

Maternity Coaching Paternity Coaching

Manager Coaching Flexible Working Coaching

Our online parental leave portal offers self-learning 
modules, accessible from any device, including videos, 
podcasts, coaching tools, tips and case studies. We also
run virtual coaching for groups based across different 
locations, which is particularly good for networking.

Online Portal and Virtual Coaching

Here are just some of the companies that we’re 
proud to call customers:

Want to talk?

If you would like to chat about the opportunities
for reducing your gender pay gap or becoming a more
parent-friendly or flexible employer, please call us on
T: 0208 099 1091  M: 07792 543044 or email us via
info@pandpcoaching.co.uk
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For further information contact us
at info@pandpcoaching.co.uk
or call T: 0208 099 1091 | M: 07792 543044

www.parentandprofessional.co.uk
Kemp House, 152 City Road, London, EC1V 2NX


